I have today completed supervision of plugging of: T D 3343

Well No. 15-147-00674-00-00

Lease Buys

Operator Northern Oil

Address Great Bend, Kansas

Field

County Phillips

Well Classification: Oil Gas Dry Hole

(Describe briefly the manner in which well was plugged)

\[\text{Hole filled with sand from 573 to 853} \]
\[\text{and hole kick out at 257 and cement} \]
\[\text{to 853 and mud and bridge to 874} \]
\[\text{and cement to 874} \]

Expense incurred as follows:

Date 3-31-43 *Day  Mileage

Date  *Day  Mileage

Date 4-2-43 *Day  Mileage

Hotel, meals, etc. $25.50

*Show as 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 or 4/4.

P.O. Great Bend, Kansas Date 4-3-1943

Conservation Agent 04-03-1943